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to all the members of Oman Amchigele Kutumb
on the auspicious occasion of the beginning of

Durmukhi naama Samvatsara.

First Akhand Bhajan - Ekko of OAK
Oman Amchigele Kutumb‟s
first Akhand Bhajan – ekko
was conducted successfully on
January 8 at Sri Krishna
Temple, Darsait. The day
unfolded at 8 am with the
sthapana of Vithoba Rukumai
deities and lighting of the
Akhand Divli. The Bhajana
mandalis came at their time
slot who were welcomed
traditionally by the Kutumb
workforce, and then led to the
bhajan area. On completion, all
the mandali members were
given Prasad.
The participating mandalis
were: Muscat GSB, ladies,
children, Kerala GSB, Sohar,
Chitrapur Saraswat, and
Narayana Seva Samiti. All the
members in their respective
mandalis had been preparing
themselves by practicing
bhajans regularly. Hundreds of
songs sung by the various
devotees created a divine
atmosphere throughout the
day. Men, women and children
alike danced around the

Akhand divli when rhythmic
bhajans were being sung. The
temple hall with the colourfully
decorated divli, floral adorned
Vithoba Rukumai, men in
traditional kurta, dhoti, topi
and the tilak on their
foreheads, ladies in their bright
sarees, little children humming
the tunes….all this created a
very vibrant atmosphere. For a
few hours on that day, people
felt they were in Pandharpur
or in a temple witnessing the
Bhajana Saptah in India.
Nearly 500 Konkani speaking
people living in different parts
of Oman participated in this
event. Few of them travelled
from the neighboring United
Arab Emirates too.
Flowers like shevante and
Mangalur mogare were
specially imported from India
via Dubai for this occasion.
Special garlands made of
gooseberries for the lamp and
that of betel leaves for the
deities were prepared by the

skillful volunteers. The stage
was decorated with art work
done by Vaishnavi Pai.
Authentic Konkani delicacies
like phovu-rulam, divkadgi phodi,
idli-vada were served to the
mandali participants at various
intervals throughout the day.
Jackfruit ghasshi, adgai and
others were an attraction
during dinner for the food
loving amchis.
Several volunteers worked
relentlessly for several days
and night to meticulously
organize the event. A seva
counter was set up at the
entrance too. Kitchen
administration was ably
handled by the enthusiastic
cherke who are the backbone
of any OAK event.
Vithoba Rukumai‟s divine
presence was evident on the
faces of the devotees as they
returned home with a spiritual
ecstasy.
Photos on page 4-5
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Editorial

Editorial team:
Editor:
Dr. Samskrati Gulvady-Shenoy
(samskrati@gmail.com)
Assistant Editor:
Mangesh Shanbhag
(rockingmangesh@gmail.com)
Design and Layout:
Dr. Samskrati Gulvady-Shenoy
Editorial Representatives:
Chitrapur Sarasawat:
Dr. Srilekha Katre-Goveas
(srilekha_goveas@yahoo.com)
Kerala GSB: Vasanth Pai
(vasanthnpai@yahoo.com)
Muscat: Rajesh Kamath
(bolarajesh@gmail.com)
Nizwa: Sadashiv Kamath
(k_sadashivkamath@yahoo.com)
Salalah: Ramdas Kamath
(pramdaskamath@yahoo.com)

The first quarter of 2016 was
action packed for the Oman amchis.
Akhand bhajan in January and then a
family picnic in March. All this was
possible due to the efforts put in by
the Kutumb workforce who looked
in to small details as well whether
it was during the Ekko or the picnic
– to make the members as
comfortable as possible.
Cooperation and support from the
Kutumb members is what keeps the
core workforce going forward for
the welfare of the samaj bandhavas
in Oman.
The Akh an d Bhajan created a
platform for many singing
enthusiasts along with building
solidarity among the samaj
bandhavas. The practice sessions
were not only creating and reviving
friendships, but also fostering a
spirit of comradeship amongst the
members who are otherwise
occupied with various professional
and personal commitments. Old
friends met again, new friendships
blossomed – which is the aim of
OAK.
Many people who newly moved to
Oman felt at home when
interacting with other members
du r in g t h e p i cn ic . Th e te am s
comprising of various members
young and old interacted with each
other like they have known for
ages. Though a long day people left
the farm house with big smiles on
their faces, more phone numbers

added in their contact list, and friend
requests increasing on Facebook.
The first issue of Oman Amchigele
Maadhyam was released on the day of
Akhand Bhajan by placing the copies at
the Holy feet of Vithoba Rukumai.
Printed copies were distributed to each
family gathered that evening. The
Editorial members were delighted to
receive compliments from the samaj
bandhavas. This response from you all
proved the modified statement of
Lincoln what I had written in the first
issue OAM newsletter is of the
Amchis, by the Amchis and for the
Amchis.
The purpose of OAM is to provide news
about its members and their praise
wo rth y a c t i v it i es an d a c c o l a de s
achieved. The editorial team has put in
its best efforts to compile the
information provided by the members.
Please spread the word about Oman
Amchigele Kutumb and also about Oman
Amchigele Maadhyam amongst your
Konkani circles for more participation in
the events.
Team OAM wishes all the children of
Kutumb a very successful academic year
as they begin their classes this week. To
the rest, a very healthy and safe summer
as the temperature is soaring. Many
would be traveling home during the
annual vacation to spend time with their
families, enjoy the monsoon specialties patrodo, aalambo, etc. Happy holidays in
advance!

Wishes from our global Amchi bandhava:

Sohar: Shaila Prabhu
(shailaprabhu@rediffmail.com)

Let me congratulate you on a job very well done. While reading the issue, I got the whole picture
of the life of Amchis in Oman! As I was reading, I really felt I was in Oman even though I have
never been in the Gulf! I must compliment the six youngsters who were instrumental in forming
this group in 1996.

The Editorial Committee members
have made all efforts to seek
information
from
the
Samaj
bandhavas in Oman. Information
published in this issue is based on
inputs provided by the members.

I was impressed by the monthly bhajans and other traditional functions held regularly. Kudos to
the young cherkes whose enthusiasm keep the Konkani traditions alive in Oman.
It was an interesting read about the first event of the Kutumb. I was proud of Dr. Bola Rajendra
Kamath’s service to the Ministry of Defense. Very fascinated by Ramdas Kamath and family’s
ambassadorship in the forefront of keeping the Konkani culture alive.

For
further
information/content
contribution to the forthcoming
newsletters you may email to the
respective members at the given
addresses
with
a
copy
to
samskrati@gmail.com
and
rockingmangesh@gmail.com

The article about the beauty Aish Nag compelled me to see her movie/s soon! Needless to say, I
have to try the Udupi cuisine of Ammunje Jagadish Nayak. It was a fascinating reading about
various group activities and other news about our community.
Great job and keep it up. I want to wish you and the Oman Konkani community at
large all the best.
Vasanth Bhat,
Honorary Editor, Khabbar, North American Konkani quarterly www.ekhabbar.com
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OAK Picnic
It was a day filled with
dhamaal masti - the much
await ed OAK picnic.
Nearly 250 members
participated in the social
event held on February 5
at Al Harthy farm house
in Barka.
The day began as each
family came forward to
introduce themselves to
the Kutumb members.
Some had recently moved
to Oman, while many
were here for decades.
Mangesh Shanbhag took
o v e r f r om he r e t o
conduct the games.
Daalitoi, puli koddel,
madgane, pani puri, pav
bhaji, baby corn, shahi
paneer, duma loo, butter
chicken….. Well, these

weren‟t the menu for the
picnic, but team names!!
Each team was asked to
make a slogan signifying
its name. (See box for
team slogans).
Various inter team games
were played during the
first half of the day. Post
lunch, there were games
for couples and children.
The talented singers of
OAK
sang
popular
Bollywood
numbers
which
made
many
children, men and women
hit the dance floor.
Rahul (son of Laxmi and
Gurudath Pai) celebrated
his birthday by cake
cutting and cheering from
the Kutumb members.

Pav Bhaji team won the
first prize, Butter chicken
and duma loo came
second
and
third
respectively.
Prize
distribution
was
conducted
in
very
delightful way. The day
ended with a vote of
t hanks by Manjunat h
Nayak,
which
was
followed by a group
photo. OAK picnic may
have left many amchis
with a „yeh dil maange
more‟ feeling!!
Photos on page 6-7

“It was a fun
Friday”

“When is the
next picnic?”

“Majaa aile”

Team names and slogans
Daalitoi – amchigelengele prana, daalitoi khallari yetta sakdankai traana
Pani puri – Mumbai ki shaan, pani puri hai hamari jaan
Pav bhaji – bhajintu bhaji namunvaar bhaji, amgele tumgele amchi pav bhaji
Baby corn – yehi hai right choice baby corn
Shahi paneer – veer dheer shahi paneer – jai jai shahi paneer
Fried rice – Oman ho ya China, sab ka pasand Fried rice hi khana
Dum aloo – har bhaji mein bhaye aloo, hum banaye sabko bhaloo, hum nahin kisi se kam,
hum hai aloo dum aloo dum aloo dum
Butter chicken - East or west, butter chicken is the best

3
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Photo Gallery - Akhand Bhajan
Photo credits: Sadashiv Kamath, Chitranand Pai, Vijay Kini, Sulekha Prabhu and Rajesh Kamath
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Photo Gallery - Akhand Bhajan
Photo credits: Sadashiv Kamath, Chitranand Pai, Vijay Kini, Sulekha Prabhu and Rajesh Kamath
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Photo Gallery - Picnic
Photo credits: Sadashiv Kamath, Chitranand Pai, Vijay Kini, Sulekha Prabhu, Rajesh Kamath and Siddhart Kamath
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Photo Gallery - Picnic
Photo credits: Sadashiv Kamath, Chitranand Pai, Vijay Kini, Sulekha Prabhu, Rajesh Kamath and Siddhart Kamath
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Chitrapur Math Swamiji blesses OAK
Around 20 members of the Chitrapur Saraswat
Association of Oman visited the Shri Chitrapur Math
at Shirali, India in February. They got an opportunity
to meet with HH Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji.
The first issue of OAM was placed at His feet for His
blessings. He was very happy to go through the
newsletter and appreciated the efforts of the Editorial
Team. He blessed the Oman Amchigele Kutumb to
grow stronger with more members and activities.
The team also visited Shiroor and attended the Saptah at the Samadhi of HH Swami Shatanand
Swamiji. Bhajan seva was rendered by the members with enthusiasm and devotion during the akhand
bhajan.

OAK felicitates Padmashri Purushottam Mallya

Padmasree Purushotham Mallya was felicitated in Cochin on behalf of Oman Amchigele Kutumb. Vasanth Pai of Muscat
handed over a copy of the first issue of OAM along with mementos of Akhand Bhajan to Mallya maam. He was happy
to know that Oman amchigeles are keeping the rich tradition alive in spite of being thousands of miles away from
homeland. He discussed about the amchigele society, language, and the history of migration from Goa to Kerala.
In 2015, the Government of India conferred upon him the title of Padmashree for his lifetime service of 60 years to
Konkani language and history. Mallya maam is known as the father of Konkani language. He played a principal role in
getting a national language status for Konkani which resulted in having it included in the eighth schedule of our
constitution. Konkani language is seen on the currency notes of India too. He was also the founder member of All India
Konkani Sahitya Parishat. Due to his efforts, he was successful in getting Konkani included in the school curriculum of
Kerala Government and in Mahatma Gandhi University too. He has authored several books in Konkani. He brought in
to light the valuable work of 17th century on herbal medicines of Malabar region. Three well known GSB Ayurvedic
vaidyas Appu Bhat, Range Bhat and Vinayak Pandit had made contributions to this 12-volume book. At that time, the
authorized certificate of origin of that book was issued in Konkani language by these vaidyas.
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Prarthana Classes begin in Muscat

Dr. Srilekha Katre Goveas

Jayashree Kamat

Jayashree Kamat and Dr. Srilekha Katre Goveas have started fortnightly Prarthana classes in Muscat for
amchigele children between the age group of 5-15 years. More than 20 children have enrolled presently and
many more have shown eagerness to attend the class.
The classes are formulated and designed to impart spiritual concepts to children through various activities
like shloka chanting, valued stories, bhajans, art and craft activity, nature walks, information on importance
of various festival, and many such interesting activities. Such knowledge introduces the children to our rich
spiritual heritage which is the right age for sowing the seeds of our samskar – which create a strong
foundation for our holistic personality development. Both Jayashree and Srilekha were mentoring the
children‟s bhajan mandali during the Akhand Bhajan.
Those interested to send their children to the Prarthana class may contact Jayashree (91487664) or
Srilekha (92748679) for further details.

Sohar - Fourth annual bhajan celebration
The amchigeles of Sohar conducted the fourth annual
bhajan celebration in January.
Bhajans are held on the third Friday of each month in one
of the members‟ houses. Every year in January the annual
bhajan is celebrated with grandeur.
All the members enthusiastically participate in the annual
bhajan session. Preetha and Ganapati Pai of Nizwa graced
the occasion.
The bhojan session was an elaborate one with a wide
variety of homemade amchigele dishes prepared by the
members.
Port city Sohar is home to many Indians from many years.
Over a period of time, the Konkani speaking families in
Sohar began increasing in numbers. Few members got
together to celebrate festivals like deepavali, ugadi,
shraavan choodi pooja, etc.

It was then that one of the dynamic members Shaila
Prabhu initiated the monthly bhajan sessions which was
agreed upon and supported by many samaj bandhavas. It
has now been going on for four years in a row. The
purpose behind this initiative was that the younger
generation gets a feel of our rich amchigele culture.
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Pride of Oman Amchigele

Oman has many prominent amchis who
bring name and fame not only to their
institution but also to the community.
OAM is proud of Dr. M.Govind Pai and
his wife Dr. Shobha G Pai. This doctor
couple has been in Oman for over three
decades serving various medical
institutions across the country.
Presently, Dr. Govind Pai is serving as a
Paediatrician and Neonatologist, and Dr.
Shobha as an Obstetrician and
Gynecologist at Khoula Hospital.
Dr. Pai was honoured with the Bharat
Gaurav Award in January 2010 by the
India International Friendship Society
(IIFS) of New Delhi for his exemplary

service in his field. The award was
conferred at a ceremony held in Indian
Habitat Center, New Delhi. The then
Indian Cabinet Ministers Farooq Abdullah
and Mukul Wasnik handed over the
plaque and a Certificate of Excellence in
the presence of some present and past
ministers and governors. Dr. Pai was
cited for the “meritorious services,
outstanding performance and remarkable
role in building global friendship”.
IIFS is a voluntary organisation monitored
by ministers and governors which is set
up to establish a greater unity and
integrity amongst the People of Indian
Origin (PIO) living anywhere in the
world. It aims to create a sense of
national and international friendship and
understanding. The award is given in New
Delhi and traditionally on the following
day of “Pravasi Bharatiya Divas”

(Retired Director of CBI) Dr. Bhishma
Narain Singh (former minister and
Governor), Digambar Kamat (CM of
Goa), Sunil Gavaskar, Kapil Dev,
Shammi Kapoor, Rajesh Khanna, Dev
Anand, Raveena Tandon, Vijay Mallya
and Pankaj Udhas among others who
have been recipients of this prestigious
award.
The doctor couple are blessed with
two sons. Elder son Ramachandra is
working for Glaxo Smith Kline at its
Global Headquarters at London.
Younger son Keshav and daughter-inlaw Harshita are both ENT surgeons
working in Bangalore.

The Kutumb is proud that Dr. Pai‟s name
has been added to the list of distinguished
national and international personalities
like Mother Teresa, B.D.Jatti (former
Vice President), Gen. G.V.Krishna Rao,
Air Marshal N.C.Suri, Joginder Singh

Little maestro
This little boy keeps running
and jumping around like a
typical 6 year old. What
makes this mischievous boy
special is when he sees his
tabla. The moment he is on his
favourite instrument, he is no
more the pokri child, but a
confident tabla player.
Raghunath (also known as
Santosh) started playing tabla
at a tender age of two years. Noticing his liking for
this instrument, his relatives in Muscat Vasudha and
Ramakrishna Shenoy gifted him a tabla on his second
birthday. His uncle Dinesh Shanbhag has been
informally guiding him. Swathi, Santosh‟s mother hums
tunes when he wants to play the instrument. The

monthly bhajan sessions at
Sohar are helping Santosh
hone his tabla skills, when he
joins his mentors Dinesh and
Prahlad Shanbhag. This little
tabla maestro attracted
many devotees during the
Akhand Bhajan of OAK in
January when he played the
tabla along with the Sohar
Bhajan Mandali.
Father Ramakanth Kamath (working for Sharq Sohar
Steel LLC, Sohar), doting mother Swathi and and older
sister Shubhashri are proud of Santosh‟s talents, and
wish that he continues this interest when he grows up.
They are planning to send him for classes to get formal
training.
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Amchigele artist
poster and water colours. She
also does origami with
newspapers and used papers.
Bottle art work, paper weaving,
rangoli and crochet are other
forms of creative arts she is
interested in.

T he walls of her flat are
decorated with oil painting,
coffee painting and other art
work. The art and craft
enthusiast Vaishnavi Pai is always
creating something new from
used or junk materials. As a
child, she was interested in
making craft by recycling
materials which people usually
discard. Soon her hobby
developed into a passion. She
attended professional classes to
fine tune her skills in
drawing and painting.
Her free time was
well
utilized
for
creating pieces by
using various mediums
and things. Vaishnavi
makes paintings using
oil, fabric, acrylic,

What is usually considered as
trash by many is treasured by
Vaishnavi. She has a collection
of newspapers, magazines,
empty bottles, dusting brush,
etc which she turns into pieces
of art.
Presently working as a teacher
in Indian School Muscat, she is
actively involved in doing art
and craft for her school work.
During the Akhand Bhajan,
Vaishnavi volunteered to
decorate the stage
with her art with cut
outs
of
different
musical instruments
and musical notes.
V aishnavi‟s husband
Vasudev and daughter
Vidula encourage her
artistic skills.
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Amchigele artists
When Kripa came to Muscat as a newly married
wife, little did she know that she would develop
interest in paper craft. Working in a finance
company in Mangalore, her daily routine was very
hectic.
Coming to a distant land, away from family and
friends, she wanted to do something interesting and
creative to keep herself occupied. And YouTube
came to her rescue. She cultivated an interest in
paper craft and quilling. The new friends that she
had made and her extended family in Muscat were
happy to see her creations.
Husband Chitrananda Pai, encouraged her interest.
Kripa is now busy raising her year old daughter
Aanya.

The dove eyed, dimpled girl Amruta is a young budding artist. Daughter of Sheetal (nee
Kadle) and Kumar Gavirangaiah, Amruta is pursuing her ACCA (Association of Certified
Accountants) course at the College of Business and Financial Studies, Muscat.
Painting/pencil sketching is one of Amruta‟s favourite hobbies. She owes her parents and
brother Abhishek for supporting her talent.
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Hearty Congratulations
Amchigele Kutumb shares the joy of the proud parents
and wishes them happiness and further success
Marriages

Births
Baby girl
Ananya to Dr.
Priya Pai and
Anoop Krishna
Vadhyar on 18
March 2016.
Baby boy
Palaash to Kirti
(nee Karopady)
and Kunal Mulay
on 13 October
2015.

Karthik (son of Kavitha and Keshav Puranik)
with Prashna (daughter of Padma and Prakash Mangalore)
on 28 February 2016 at Sirsi.

Baby boy
Adhvaith to
Saranya and
Kirtan Shenoy
on 1 June 2015.

Brahmopadesham

Rohan
(son of Shilpa and Ashok Nayak)
on 20 December 2015
at Idagunji - Honnavar

Priya (daughter of Vidya and Sunil Pail)
with Dr. Uttam (son of Vidya and Late K. Venkatesh Kamath)
on 30 December 2015 at Mangalore.

Ravi (son of Asha and Vasudev Prabhu)
with Divya (daughter of Smitha (Shymala) and Shrinivas Nayak)
on 7 May 2015 at Udupi.

13
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Achievements (Academic)
Dr. Samata Honnavar

Dr. Anjali Kamat

The younger daughter of
Madhuri and Narendra
Honnavar passed BAMS
(Bachelor of Ayurveda,
Medicine and Surgery) with
distinction from Rajiv Gandhi
University, Karnataka.

Elder daughter of Jayashree
and Mangaldas Kamat, Anjali
completed her MBBS from
KMC, Mangalore in May
2015. An alumnus of Indian
School Muscat, she received
the highest achiever award
while in class 10 when she
scored 95%. She did class 12
from Expert Pre University
College of Science,
Mangalore bagging 85th rank
in the Karnataka CET. This rank helped in realizing her
childhood dream of becoming a doctor. While in class
two, she had played the role of a doctor in the annual
program at school and ever since she was determined to
pursue medicine. She intends going to the US for higher
studies.

She was also conferred with
three gold medals this month
by the University for standing
first in first, second and third
professional for highest
aggregate total marks, and first ranks in pharmacology of
Ayurveda and rasashastra evam bhaishajya kalpana.
Throughout the course of her study of medicine, Samata
has been bagging series of top ranks each year in various
subjects like dravya guna, Charaka samhita among
others.
Abhishek Gavirangaiah
Son of Sheetal and Kumar Gavirangaiah,
Abhishek scored 90.5% in class 12 from
Mahesh Pre-University College, Mangalore.
An alumnus of Indian School Muscat, he was
one of the toppers across 18 colleges in

Karnataka. While a student at ISM, he had
bagged similar proficiency awards. Along with his
academic excellence, he is interested in beat
boxing and dancing too.
Presently, he is pursuing his Bachelor of
Engineering (Civil) at Manipal Institute of
Technology, Manipal.

Achievements (Cultural)
Sudhikshya, daughter of Saraswati
and Karkala Suresh Shenoy was the
first runner up in group and second
runner up in solo category at the
Muscat Dance Mania 2015. This is a
national level dance competition
conducted by Indian Social
Club, Muscat. She is a student of Prestigious Delicious
Dance Academy and regularly performs along with
celebrities in various programs conducted across Muscat.
Rakshita, daughter of Premalatha and
Raghuveer Kamath won the second place
in the 6-9 years age category in Hindi
Divas quiz competition conducted by
Indian Embassy in Muscat.

Nandini R Mallya won second
prize in a drawing competition
about
Mother
Nature
conducted by the SAI Group.
Darsh R Mallya won the second prize in a
fancy dress competition at the Annual
Day celebrations of Indian
Nursery, Muscat.

Mithra Lakshmi R Bhat won the second
prize in a fancy dress competition at the
Annual Day celebrations of Indian
Nursery, Muscat.
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Achievements (Sports)
Karthik, son of Kavya(Swetha)
and Kiran Kamath Kaup
secured the third position in
Standing Broad Jump event
during the Annual Sports
Meet in January 2016. He is a
Grade II student at Indian
School Sohar.

Many members of the Kutumb participated and won various
events at the Indian Social Club Muscat Karnataka Wing
Annual Sports Day early this year.

Ramnath Shenoy participated
in the Muscat marathon
(10.3K) held at Muscat
Intercontinental in January
2016. He reached the 16th
position among nearly 260
participants.

Amchi ladies cricket team rocks!!

Muscat warriors, the amchi ladies cricket team won the
ladies cricket tournament conducted by Indian Social Club
Muscat, Bhojpuri wing on account of 67th Indian republic
day. His Excellency Indramani Pandey, ambassador of India
to Oman presided the occasion.

Amogh Nayak – second runner up – Frog race
Shwetha Nayak – second runner up – Ball in the
bucket
Sneha Nayak – winner for aiming the wicket
Tarun Shenoy – runner up – Goal post
Gopalkrishna Shenoy, Dinesh Pai, Adarsha Bhat –
Winners in Cricket.
Adarsh Bhat also won best performing child award in
cricket.
Ramachandra Bhat and Gopalkrishna Shenoy –
runners up in Volleyball
Premalatha Kamath – second runner up in
Chowkabara
Asha Shanbhag – second runner up in athletics
Jayashree Kamat – winner in Carom doubles and
runner up in Sudoku
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OAK extends a warm welcome to the Amchi new comers in Oman
Ravi Prabhu moved in to Muscat in November 2015 to join Special
Technical Services LLC as a Planning Engineer. His wife Divya too joined
him towards the end of the year. Both Divya and Ravi are from Mumbai.

Arun Gopal Shenai D moved in

Roopesh.R. Naik moved in to

to Muscat in 2015 as Audit

Muscat in August 2015 as

Assistant

Bahwan

Officer Audit at Saud Bahwan

He is from

Automotive LLC. He is from

at

Saud

Automotive LLC.

Kayamkulam, Kerala.

Alleppey district in Kerala.

Best wishes from OAK
Mahesh Shenoy who was working at Al Turki Enterprises (ATE) LLC, Muscat
has now moved to Bahrain this month to join Bahrain Special Technical
Services.
He was an active volunteer at the Kutumb celebrations.
Oman Amchigele Kutumb wishes him a bright future.
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